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CHOICE OF Roms BY STUDENI’S

VISIOE-is

CHOICE (3F HOLES:

V I have naked you what parts you would like to play.

Sometimes the ensue:- hns been vague and sometimes there was

no ammo: at all. This means that you are not born as actors.

because this most important thing - what my eoul wants to net -

is absolutely asleep. If I~ehooee a certain profession it

means that I have certain visions about it. But if I. have

no vieione it means that I am still a baby and that I have

no ideas about my future profession. We have been together

‘for no long that certain things ehould have been awakened

in our souls.

' Once more I put the question to you. the emu

question. Please malyze with your hem-t rather than your

hand. what you actually went to act. 1:: it clear enough;

has it become 0. vision: has it taken concrete shape? I do

not appeal to your brain; you meet meditate on it as it trying

to fine the answer which arises out of your whole being;

standing before you as a vieion. I don't really mean medi-

tation. but the character of the way of putting the question

before you is a kind of meditation.

' For those pereozze who have given me a definite

answer. as}: your nature again; try to see how much you. are

really awakened a: a. person who is approaching his future.

To have certain pleye which we are going to perform in one
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thing, But I went to hear a proroeoional voice speaking

to you. Please try once more: it must be done quickly and

decisively; ploaoo Write dorm what you want to play. You

will‘i’ind lots 01" plays and lots of perts'n you may write down

as many per-to no you went. but you must choose one port on

the moot attractive to you, ”chi-own which you will have the

ability to speak to your audience - to say one word which you

have had for your whole life to tell your audience.

VISIOhS OF TEE FUTURE:

When you find this one part from among the others.

then choooe one scene in thin one port. and this one scene

you must underline. You moot cryotelize your 'viaion about

your future. If you have another kind of vision about the

play which has not yet been written. please write thie down

and describe it. Don't be vague) you must make your idea

clear fez- yourself because it will Open certain thingo imido

oi‘ you which will help you to go on developing yourself.

THE FOUR BRGTRERSJ _

The ideal actor must have the feeling of the whole.

the feeling of ease, of beauty and of i‘om at all times. Un-

less we got this feeling that we use umble to work without

those things, we will never be able to rehearse properly.

When we are bound by slow tempo, it in always a Sign that

something is not ready ineido us. Everything which in done

slowly. without necessity. means that the nature is not yet
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ready. When the same thing is done as quickly as you went to

have it done, then it in already a. great step forward. You

must knew thin.

Lur Phantomm {The 225mg}

The scene with the nether: The mother's objective

must be there very strongly - "I want to arouse him.“ She is

full of SAM;- "rho aon wants to hide his suffering - it must

be all inside. He in only able to be free and to be open. to

show what is going on ineide him with himself; therefore the

:iightmuro scene. He always rum: away from anyone who trioe

to open him he closes and rune many. This in the explanation

of fiche éwightmaro scene; he- is a very closed mm}. The mother

wants to help him. and he is touched, hue all he wants from

her in her hand.


